
New Year's 2022 SPECIAL OFFER

 (Limited Time Reopen)

 3 DAY ONLY DISCOUNT 

"2022 E-COM PROFIT BLITZ"

Watch the video message immediately to learn about this 
and please note this offer will end when the timer hits 0.
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00
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00
SECOND

: :

! YES! I Want This Insanely Discounted Deal

Full Access To Adrian's 2022 E-Com Profit Plan (Bootcamp)

STOP - Click Video For Sound Now

2022 "First Quarter E-Com Profit

Blitz" 
I've NEVER done anything like this before... but the new 2021 Q1 Profit Plan
Bootcamp is something you MUST take advantage of in order to supercharge
your start to next year. This offer will expire when the timer hits zero and will
NEVER be offered again...

" Full 2 Hour VIP Webinar Bootcamp, January 8th, at 11:00 AM EST

" Access To The Replay File Will Be Given To All Students Who Enroll 

(even if you don't attend live)

" I Will Reveal My EXACT Plan To Profit In The First Quarter Of 2022

" I Will show you EXACTLY how I find wildly profitable products to quickly

duplicate & sell on my e-com store.

" The hottest US Based Products!  I am selling in 2022 for ultra fast

shipping, high profit margins, avoiding China/Pandemic delays.

" I Will Give You The EXACT Tools & Funnel Templates You Need to do the

same thing I'm doing to profit in 2022.

" My exact Facebook Ads Launch Plan.  How to test products with simple

ads in 2022 without a big budget (Proven by 8M in ad spend!).

" My SCALING strategy using "Manual Bidding" to make ads go viral.

!  Yes! I Want My "2022 First Quarter

Profit Plan" Bootcamp

• SPECIAL BONUS #1 •

My Most Profitable "Done-For-You"
Q1 E-com Ad Templates.

Get my most profitable "done-for-you" Facebook Adl templates that I use
in Q1 for FREE when you register for the bootcamp!

A $1,997 VALUE!

!  Yes! I Want To Join The

Discounted Bootcamp
images above are just examples & not the exact templates.

• SPECIAL BONUS #2 •

Step By Step Training From 
My Personal "In-House" FB Expert.

We pay Jourdan $10,000 per MONTH to work with us on our Facebook
Ads.  On this bootcamp, Jourdan is going to give you his most profitable

Facebook Marketing "copy & paste" strategies for 2022.

A $10,000 VALUE!

!  Yes! I Want To Join The

Discounted Bootcamp
"Spent Over $8M Dollars in Ads in 4 Months

& will show you EVERYTHING that worked"

• SPECIAL BONUS #3 •

My Top Secret Automated 
Facebook Targeting Software.

Get my personal automated Facebook Targeting software that
I use to find my most profitable targeting with a few clicks

for FREE for 90 days (the entire first quarter of 2022) 

A $997 VALUE!

!  Yes! I Want To Join The Insanely

Discounted Bootcamp & Get This Bonus

"1 Click" DFY Facebook Targeting

Why Am I Offering This To You?

To My Students,

I've literally never done this before.  But, I know that 2021 has been a tough year for the world.  I know that

many of my students NEED 2022 to start off with a bang.  I truly believe how you start off in the first quarter of

the year will define how your business performs the rest of the year.  

If you start out 2022 without a REAL GAME PLAN ... a real actionable plan ... then you'll probably get stuck

and confused and find yourself scrambling the entire year to get going.  Haven't year heard the quote "The

definition of insanity is doing the same thing over and over again, expecting a different result." ??

THE PROBLEM:  I've seen it time and time again in the group.  People commenting that it has taken them

months to get their store off the ground, launch ads, etc.  .... I look at the feedback, I study it and 

I don't want that to be you in 2022.  

MY SOLUTION:  I want you to have a plan, a FAST ACTION PLAN, so you know exactly what to do from A-Z

and how to do it QUICKLY by cloning my process (even if you're a complete beginner, that means you

probably need this more than anyone else).

I have NEVER done a "Holiday Deal" before.  It's simply because I think it's disrespectful to students that

invested full price in our trainings to "discount them 50%".  I have too much RESPECT for my students to

do something like that.

I get it, every year digital marketers make a small fortune by doing a big "black friday sale" where they

practically give away their entire arsenal.  But, again, I refuse to do something that I know in my heart is unfair

to everyone else that invested throughout the year.  And besides, my courses are too valuable to do something

like that anyways.  Honestly, just b/c it's BF does that really mean my courses are worth less?  ... NO.

BUT ... 2021 is different.  It's different b/c you need MORE THAN EVER to make a change for 2022.

So I wanted to do something for you.  Something that i've never done before.  Without disrespecting those of

you who have invested in my trainings at full price already.  But still help EVERYONE.

I thought about this, long and hard, I read the feedback in our pvt. Facebook Group.

Within a few minutes I knew the OBVIOUS answer to my question.... 

You need a REAL ACTION PLAN to generate revenue in 2022 and PREVENT GETTING STUCK.

The first quarter of the year is actually the most profitable quarter of the year (I know that sounds crazy).

It's b/c traffic is cheaper and people are looking for "After-Holiday Clearance Sales" .... it's like a second wave

of Black Friday and Cyber Monday sales right after Christmas.

Why?  People have money ... they got giftcards and cash for Christmas presents and they're ready to spend!

No matter which one of my courses / softwares you have.  This action plan I am going to teach you will show

you everything you need to know to take advantage of that ... without any question ... no bumps ... A-Z!

This 2022 E-Com Profit Blitz plan is designed to give you a real action plan that anyone can duplicate to take

advantage of the massive spike in CHEAP buyer traffic that is going to hit on January 1st, 2021.

Again, i've never done anything like this before.  And you'll find that I am going to teach you a plan that I

haven't taught in any of my courses so far.  ... B/c this is something NEW that I am implementing for 2022.

Instead of filming a bunch of tutorials that I know many of you will never watch.  I wanted to do a LIVE

bootcamp with my TOP MEDIA Buyer ... just for you.  So I can answer your questions, get you excited, and

tailor the training to YOUR NEEDS so i'm positive you understand how to quickly and easily implement this e-

com profit blitz 20201 blueprint.

You've really got to determine IS 2022 GOING TO BE YOUR YEAR?

That's the real question because the answer to that question should determine wether or not you decide to

enroll in this one time only opportunity.

Usually I would charge $997-$1,500 for a bootcamp like this.  But, since it's something I have not released

before, I can give you the "holiday discount" .... of just one single investment of $397.

Wouldn't you agree sitting down with me for over 2 hours walking you from A-Z on how to quickly find products,

launch facebook ads, and then SCALE them .... is worth far more?  (That is why this is a BF deal).

As will see when you click the button below I have discounted this to an absurdly low enrollment cost because

I want every single student who lands on this page to take advantage of this opportunity.

I am closing this down Saturday Dec 18th at 11:59pm PST

... and I will NEVER offer this bootcamp again.  So, not only are you getting a ridiculous discount - but, you

will be the ONLY ones to ever get access to this information in this format.  I'm never releasing this again and

i'm not going to do the typical "guru" sell the recordings for a discount.  Nope, not gonna happen.  Nobody will

ever get access to the replays accept those of you who take advantage of this right now.

I appreciate you taking the time to read this short letter from me and I look forward to helping you make 2022

an amazing year. I truly believe we can do it if we work together!

- Adrian

!  Yes! I Want My "2022 First Quarter E-Com Profit Blitz" Bootcamp
+ ALL BONUSES MENTIONED ON THIS PAGE (HOLIDAY DISCOUNT)
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DISCLAIMER: The sales figures stated above are my personal sales figures. Please understand my results are not typical, I’m not implying you’ll duplicate them (or do anything for that matter). I have the
benefit of practicing direct response marketing, e-commerce and advertising for 10 years, and have an established following as a result. The average person who buys any “how to” information gets little to no
results. I’m using these references for example purposes only. Your results will vary and depend on many factors …including but not limited to your background, experience, and work ethic. All business entails
risk as well as massive and consistent effort and action. If you're not willing to accept that, please DO NOT GET THIS BOOK.

At the end of the training, I’ll be making an offer for people who want to work more closely with me and my team to get help with implementing what they learn on the training and more. This is completely
optional. The training lasts about 90 minutes and if you don’t want to work more closely with me, you can leave without buying anything. The training will be holding NOTHING back and you’ll be able to
implement what you learn right away on your own.
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